Stand-alone eBook Navigation
A Stand-alone eBook is a collection of related CDF files with a unified navigation system. It is distributed to the
user as an independent app via the App Store, and includes the CDF kernel as part of the deployment. Standalone eBooks open to a cover image, and then load an in-document table of contents. Navigation within the
content is also made available via pop-over (as shown).

Splash Screen
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Note that the 'previous' button (and corresponding
gesture) should be disabled while on the index
page, as it is the 'front' of the book.

Table of Contents
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On first launch, the book opens to the 'first
page', which is an expandable index of
contents. The information contained here is
the same as what is presented in the popover navigation, just in an expanded form. A
notebook can likely be used for this interface.

9:24 PM
Index

Introduction
to Calculus

On launch, the splash screen is a full-screen
display of the book cover (portrait and
landscape orientations required).

Quick Navigation

Introduction to Calculus
Chapter 1: Functions
Chapter Preview

Intra-Page Navigation
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Chapter 1

1.1 Review of Functions
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Section 1.1 Exercises

Name of current page is displayed on
a button. On tap, popover sheet for
table of contents is shown.

Introduction

Table of contents can be browsed via
hierarchy in the pop-over.

Touching the disclosure triangle OR the
associated row expands/collapses the
associated content.

Users can traverse content linearly by touching
the next/previous buttons on either side of the
current page title.

Functions
Overflow content is scrollable.

Composite Functions

1.1 Review of Functions

Page that is currently being viewed is
the starting point for navigation, and
is indicated as such.

Introduction

Symmetry

Touching a non-expandable item links the
user to the corresponding page.

Functions

Once app initial load is complete, a loading
spinner appears over the book cover until
formatting of the page to be displayed is
complete.

Secant Lines and the Difference Quotient

Quick Quiz

Composite Functions
Secant Lines and the Difference Quotient
Symmetry
Quick Quiz

Left and right swipe gestures allow the user
to traverse content linearly (providing
shortcuts for the actions enabled by the
above buttons). Swipes are not enabled on
Manipulates, 3D objects, and control panels.
On overly-wide cells, a sideways swipe first
moves the cell in the direction of the swipe
via inertial scrolling. Only if the overly-wide
cell has no further range of motion should the
swipe be interpreted as a navigation gesture.
Navigation gestures are disabled when
content is zoomed beyond 100%.

Section 1.1 Exercises

1.2 Representing Functions

Page Loading Behavior

1.3 Inverse, Exponential, Logarithmic Functions
1.4 Trigonometric Functions and Their Inverses
Chapter 1 Review Exercises
Chapter 2: Limits
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Chapter 3: Derivatives
Once page formatting is complete, cover
image transitions to the page display via flip.

Transitions to new pages occur via a page
flip animation (unless the alternate intra-page
navigation style is chosen, in which case a
vertical scroll should accompany the
transition).

Chapter 4: Applications of the Derivatives
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Composite Functions

Composite Functions

Generally, the next and previous pages
should be pre-loaded in the background.
However, in instances of non-linear
navigation or in cases where the user
navigations to a new page before background
loading is complete, they will see this
behavior.

Transitions to new pages occur via a page
flip animation. Going to a page later in the
stack is represented by a 'forward' flip,
peeling back the current page from right to
left. Going to a pater earlier in the stack is
represented by a 'backwards' flip, laying the
new page over the current page from left to
right.

Chapter 5: Integration
The page body should display a white
background while loading (no linen should
ever show while navigating content) and
name of the page should be displayed in light
gray (this will be replaced by the actual
content when loading is complete).

Chapter 6: Applications of Integration
Chapter 7: Integration Techniques

While the page is being loaded, the loading
spinner should appear in the middle. Once
page load completes, the spinner should fade
away, and the content should fade in (fades
are strongly preferred to simple appear/
disappear).

Table of Contents (alternate)
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Intra-Page Navigation (alternate)

On first launch, the book opens to the 'first
page', which is an index made up of a
browsable hierarchy of Miller columns. The
information contained here is the same as
what is presented in the pop-over navigation,
just in an expanded form. Note that this
interface would likely need to be built using
native code, as we don't have a construct for
multi-column layouts in notebooks.
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Chapter 1: Functions

Chapter Preview

Chapter 2: Limits

1.1 Review of Functions

Chapter 3: Derivatives

1.2 Representing Functions

Chapter 4: Applications of the Deri...

1.3 Inverse, Exponential, and Log...

Chapter 5: Integration

1.4 Trigonometric Functions and...

Chapter 6: Applications of Integrat...

Chapter 1 Review Exercises

Touching a row with a disclosure indicator will
cause the next column in the hierarchy to be
displayed.

Chapter 7: Integration Techniques
Touching a row without a disclosure indicator
links the user to the corresponding page.

Chapter 8: Differential Equations
Chapter 9: Sequences and Infinite...
Chapter 10: Power Series
Chapter 11: Parametric and Polar...
Chapter 12: Vectors and Vector-Va...
Chapter 13: Functions of Several...
Chapter 14: Multiple Integration
Chapter 15: Vector Calculus
Chapter 16: Second-Order Differen...

Users can traverse content linearly by touching
the next/previous buttons on either side of the
current page title. In this case, an automatic
vertical scroll should accompany the transition.

In content with multiple layers of
hierarchy, the Miller column view can
be panned horizontally. The edge of
the next/previous column should
always be visible as an affordance for
users. Because the swipe gesture is
used for intra-page navigation, next
page gestures should be disabled.

Chapter 17: Support

Transitions to new pages occur via a page
flip animation (unless the alternate intra-page
navigation style is chosen, in which case a
vertical scroll should accompany the
transition).
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If the new page being navigated to is already
loaded, the content should simply be
displayed (as if the two files were one
document). If not, the name of the page
should be displayed in light gray (at the top of
the new page for 'forward' navigation, and at
the bottom of the new page for 'backward'
navigation.
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Quick Quiz

Dragging the page at least 1/4 of the way
past the top of the current page loads the
previous page. A quick downward swipe
when the current page is already scrolled to
the top will also load the previous page.
Likewise, the same gestures/behaviors may
be applied in revers to scroll to the next page.

Interactive Objects
Manipulates and 3D objects are a cornerstone function of CDF functionality, and the interactions are necessarily
different on touch devices than they are on desktops. On iOS, the controls for Manipulates are moved into a
docked control panel, similar to a keyboard, and the viewport for the content is shrunk to accommodate.

Scrolling and pinch-zooming work if
initiated off of the active Manipulate /
3D object. Object remans active even
if scrolled off-screen.

When interactive object is active,
'Done' and full screen buttons are
added to the control bar.

Fullscreen objects load in a "sheet
view", which is constrained by width
and height of the viewport.
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Library
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Document Name

Done
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When Manipulate / 3D object is
inactive, an iOS-style "gloss" is
applied to the entire element to
indicate actionability. Using buttonlike affordances to signify actionability
is a standard construct on iOS.

When Manipulate / 3D object is
active, an iOS-style "glow" is applied
around the outside of the object.

3D objects can be rotated and
panned with gestures while the
Manipulate / 3D object is active.

Locators inside the graphic area can
be moved while the Manipulate / 3D
object is active.

Tapping on an inactive Manipulate /
3D object should scroll the the object
to the top half of the screen to allow
space for the control panel to pop-up.

Tapping on another Manipulate / 3D
object while one is active deactivates
the original object, and activates the
new one.

amplitude of source 1
amplitude of source 2
frequency
phase

Tapping the 'control dismiss' button,
tapping anywhere off of the active
Manipulate / 3D object, OR tapping
the 'Done' button will deactivate it.

Color Picker
Used for ColorSetter and ColorSlider. ColorSetter generally uses the system-default color picker (which is not provided
by iOS), and ColorSlider generally uses a thumbnail sized hue spectrum (which is simply incompatible with touch). This
interface makes it possible to set a precise value for a color without needing to enter numbers manually.

On drag of a color slider, the slider
knob glows to indicate activity, and a
pop-up indicates the currently
selected value. The currently selected
color is always displayed in real time
both in the upper swatch and on the
control button in-document.

0Red

Green

Blue

Both ColorSetter and ColorSlider are
represented by a swatch that can be
tapped to activate the color picker
interface. Note that on iOS, the
swatch should have a button-like
border to provide affordance as a
control.
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Much like Apple's iPhoto on the iPad,
the sliders have no track, but rather,
the entire gradient swatch serves as
the touch area, with a trailing line
behind the slider knob indicating the
axis of motion.
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Opacity

ColorSetter[RGBColor[0,64,128]]
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ColorSlider[Orange]
The 'palette' tab presets all 25 of
Mathematica's named colors, and
selecting one inserts that name into
the document.
Note that selecting a color (on any
tab) does not automatically close the
popover; rather, the user may close it
by touching anywhere outside the
popover.

Hue

Saturation

Brightness

Opacity
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When the control is tapped, the color picker interface opens in a
popover, with the currently selected color shown in the preview
space at the top. Once all color spaces are fully supported, the
color picker should automatically open into the right color space
for the currently set color -- e.g. if the default color is a named
color, the palette tab should selected. Likewise, if a CMYK color
is specified, the CMYK tab should be selected.

Switching to another tab in the color
picker should retain the current color
selection to its nearest neighbor in
the newly selected color space
(excluding grayscale, which only
retains brightness information).
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Yellow
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